ATL Wall of Fame
Celebrating Innovation

Who can apply?

All schools with established ATLs and their mentors can submit their stories for the “ATL Wall of Fame”. Schools can visit the MyATL dashboard at: https://www.aim.gov.in/atl/ and the mentors can visit the ATL Innonet portal at: http://atlinnonet.gov.in/ to submit their entries.

How to apply?

The form is accessible by logging in using the ATL Unique ID as username and password.
Username: ATL Unique ID
Password: ATL Unique ID

Steps to be followed:

For Schools/Students/Teachers,

Go to the AIM website https://www.aim.gov.in/,
- The link (https://www.aim.gov.in/atl/) for the MyATL dashboard is available under the Atal Tinkering Labs drop-down.
- Log onto the system using your ATL Application ID/ ATL Unique ID as username and password.

For Mentors,

Go to the AIM website https://www.aim.gov.in/,
- The link (https://atlinnonet.gov.in/) for the ATL Innonet Portal is available under the Mentor of Change drop-down.
- Log onto the system using your ATL Application ID/ ATL Unique ID as username and password.

I. Basic Details:

The details in the first section relates to the general details of the school/ ATL such as ATL Unique ID, School Name and State. The schools can update the details related to the contact information (email ID and contact number) of the school, if required.

II. Submission Type:

Please see below for instructions on this section.

- Submission By: Please select the appropriate option of the four types – School/Student/Teacher/Mentor.
- Submission Type: There are 4 categories of submission type for the ATL Wall of Fame:

1. School: If your school has been a part of any of the below listed activities/achievements, you are requested to select the relevant submission type.

   • Created and Implemented exemplary innovative solutions in and around your school
2. **Teachers:** If any of your teachers has been a part of any of the below listed activities/achievements, you are requested to select the relevant submission type.

- Created and implemented exemplary innovative solutions in and around your school
- Represented your school at state/national/international level events
- Fostered engagement in innovation in your community
- Hosted or Attended national or international trainings/workshops
- Received special recognition for ATL innovations
- Any other significant achievement

3. **Student:** If any of your students has been a part of any of the below listed activities/achievements, you are requested to select the relevant submission type.

- Created and implemented exemplary innovative solutions in and around your school
- Represented your school at state/national/international level events
- Fostered engagement in innovation in your community
- Hosted or Attended national or international trainings/workshops
- Received special recognition for ATL innovations
- Any other significant achievement

4. **Mentor:** As a Mentor of Change, if you have been a part of any of the below listed activities/achievements, you are requested to select the relevant submission type.

- Challenges you had to overcome
- Best practices you’ve discovered
- Mentoring milestones you’ve achieved
- Novel mentoring techniques you’ve implemented
- Any other significant achievement

- **Title of the Submission:** Please enter the submission title in the textbox.

**III. Wall of Fame Story:**

For a better flow of the structure of story to be shared. Please divide your story appropriately into parts as specified in this section

- **Introduction:** Please introduce the School/Student/Teacher/Mentor accordingly in this textbox. The minimum acceptable word count is 100 words.
- **Details about the submission type:** Please provide context based on the submission type in this textbox. The minimum acceptable word count is 200 words.
- **Impact Story:** Please describe the story/experience in detail. The minimum acceptable word count is 200 words.
- **Takeaway from the experience**: Please conclude your entry in this textbox. The minimum acceptable word count is 200 words.

IV. **Attachment**: Please attach 5 good quality photographs related to your submission type. The acceptable size is 1 MB per photograph.

V. **Author Details**: Please see below for the instructions on this section,

- Please enter the Principal’s name for ‘School’ submission type.
- Please enter the Student’s name and class for ‘Student’ submission type.
- Please enter the Teacher’s name for ‘Teacher’ submission type.
- Please enter the Mentor’s name and his/her organization name for ‘Mentor’ submission type.

This is a one-time submission form. Modification is not allowed after submission.

In case of any queries, please raise a query on the [ATL Query Resolution Portal](#).

Happy Tinkering ☺